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Abstract
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This Technical Note provides information about macros in 4D v11 SQL, including
information about upgrading and new features. The new features include macro
conformity to the XML standard, descriptive error dialogs, and the new attributes
for the <macro> element.

Introduction
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The macro feature has been in the 4D feature set since 4D 2003. Since then it has
evolved and become a very helpful feature for developers who use it. The macros in
version 2003 allowed developers to automatically enter text to methods. In version
2004, the ability to call 4D methods became available. Now, with the release of 4D
v11 SQL, the 4D engineers have implemented new features with macros such as
conforming to the XML standard, removing the need to use blobs for text larger
than 32,000 characters, and macros to be triggered based on events.

What is a Macro?

In the context of programming languages, a macro is defined as “a single computer
instruction that stands for a sequence of operations” (Merriam Webster Dictionary
http://www.m-w.com/). Another way to think of it is an instruction that automates
a series of tasks. A practical example of a macro, outside the context of 4D or
programming languages, is a remote control. Imagine a button on a remote control
that can turn on the TV, change the input source of the television, turn on your
audio equipment, turn on the DVD player, and eventually play the DVD. All of that
with just one button. Now what if that same concept is incorporated into the 4D
development environment?  The use of macros will make a 4D developer’s life
easier.

Macros in 4D v11 SQL
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Macros in 4D v11 SQL have not changed dramatically. Developers will not find
themselves trying to learn countless new XML tags but rather trying to imagine
what other possibilities can be accomplished to better the development experience.

Conversion Process

Macros from previous versions of 4D may not be compatible with 4D v11 SQL.
When 4D v11 SQL opens a new database on a machine it will look for a folder
named “Macros v2” located in the active 4D or system folder. Based on the
presence of this folder, a few things can occur:



“Macros v2” folder is present

No conversion of macros is done. 4D v11 SQL simply tries to load the macros that
are currently in the “Macros v2” folder or if there are no macros, it creates a file
filled with default macros.

“Macros v2” folder is not present, Macros.xml or a “Macros” folder exists

4D v11 SQL creates a “Macros v2” folder. This folder is populated by macros copied
from an existing “Macros” folder (if present). In addition, if a Macros.xml file exists,
then 4D also copies that file into the newly created “Macros v2” folder. Here is an
illustration:

“Macros v2”, Macros.xml and “Macros” folder all not present

In this situation, 4D v11 SQL creates a “Macros v2” folder and generates a default
Macros.xml file in the folder. Here is an example:

After the above process is finished 4D will attempt to load the macros. As



mentioned briefly, the conversion process not only includes the copying of files and
creation of folders, the process also modifies the macro files’ contents. 4D v11 SQL
will add the following lines to the beginning of the files:

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >

Note: The encoding will be “windows-1252” when macros are converted on a pc. When
converted on a Mac, the encoding will be “x-mac-roman”.

The addition of these lines allows macros in 4D v11 SQL to conform to the XML
standard. This change along with others in 4D v11 SQL will be discussed further in
the next section.

XML Conformity
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In previous versions of 4D, the macros syntax resembled XML. 4D engineering
decided to stay with this convention to use XML syntax as well as take it a step
further in 4D v11 SQL. This next step was to fully conform to the XML standard
established by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Conforming to these
standards allows macros to be parsed and read by any application that follows the
same standard.

XML and Document Declaration

As mentioned in the Conversion Process section of this document, macro files in 4D
v11 SQL must have the following declaration:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >

The first line is the XML declaration and it states that the document conforms to
XML standard 1.0. In addition, the encoding attribute specifies character encoding
used for the document which in the example above is “UTF-8”. Although other XML
encoding types are supported, 4D recommends using encoding that is Mac OS and
Windows compatible (e.g. “UTF-8”). The last attribute within the element,
“standalone” should not be changed because it tells the processing application that
the document contains some data that will require external content which is
explained in the next line.

The second line is the DOCTYPE declaration. This line specifies the URL where the
processing application can access the Document Type Definition (DTD). The DTD
document provides the rules of what element tags and attributes are allowed in the
document.

NOTE: When creating new macro files, both lines must be present in order for 4D v11 SQL
to load the macros.



The <macros> Element

In previous versions of 4D a macro file containing only the following would be valid:

<macro name="IfElse">
<text>
If(<caret/>)

Else

End if

</text>
</macro>

After the conversion process, the macro file will contain the following:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >
<macro name="If">
<text>
If(<caret/>)

End if

</text>
</macro>

However, even after the conversion process the above macro would still be invalid
and would not be loaded. This is because it is missing the <macros> element. This
element is the root of the xml and must now be included in the macro file at all
times. Without this tag in place, 4D will display an error when trying to load the
macro file. The code below shows a correctly written macro file:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >
<macros>
<macro name="If">
<text>
If(<caret/>)

End if

</text>
</macro>
</macros>

Commenting

Comments in previous versions were prefixed with “//”. Since 4D v11 SQL macros
must conform to XML standard, the proper way to comment  within the XML

Macros tag needs
to present in all
macro files.



document is to use xml comment tag. Using the string “//” can still be used to
some extent but it would be best to adhere to the standard.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >
//This macro will enter in the code block for if statement.
<macros>
//The macro will be called using the name “if”
<macro name="If">
<text>
If(<caret/>)
End if
</text>
</macro>
</macros>

Below is the proper way to include comments within an XML document. This
convention will allow using comments anywhere within the document:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<!--This comment does not cause an error-->
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >
<!--This comment does not cause an error-->
<macros>
<!--This comment does not cause an error-->
<macro name="IF">
<!--This comment does not cause an error-->
<text>
<!--This comment does not cause an error-->
If(<caret/>)
<!--This comment does not cause an error-->
End if
</text>
<!--This comment does not cause an error-->
</macro>
<!--This comment does not cause an error-->
</macros>
<!--This comment does not cause an error-->

The above macro will load and function properly in 4D v11 SQL. Unlike the previous
version of 4D, the 4D v11 SQL parser will simply ignore anything between the
comment tag <!-- -->. Be aware that previous versions 4D may not ignore all XML
comments. For example, the above macro will display the following in 2004:

<!--This comment does not cause an error-->
If ()

<!--This comment does not cause an error-->
End if

Output in 4D 2004

Not OK
Not OK



<> Symbols

The “<” and “>” symbols when combined together as <> represents an
interprocess variable in 4D. Therefore, these symbols will most likely be used in a
macro sooner or later. Unfortunately this raises a syntactical issue in 4D v11 SQL
since these same symbols also are used in the XML standard. In XML, the less than
< and greater than > characters are reserved to enclose elements. Therefore when
macros from a previous version of 4D contain these symbols and are converted by
4D v11 SQL an error will occur. In this situation, the developer will need to encode
theses characters. In order to do so the following will need to replace the < and >
symbols:

• &lt;  (replaces <)
• &gt; (replaces >)

The example below shows a comparison of a macro in 2004 and 4D v11 SQL. This
simple example is a macro that adds the line “ExMethod(<>variable)” into the
method editor:

<macros>
<macro name="sample">
<text>
ExMethod(<>variable)
</text>
</macro>
</macros>

2004 macro (works in 4D 2004)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >
<macros>
<macro name="sample">
<text>
ExMethod(<>variable)
</text>
</macro>
</macros>

4D V11 SQL macro after conversion (Incompatible)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >
<macros>
<macro name="sample">
<text>
ExMethod(&lt;&gt;variable)
</text>
</macro>
</macros>

4D V11 SQL macro after replacing <> with &lt;&gt;

Incorrect

Correct



Method in 4D v11 SQL after executing the modified macro

Case-Sensitivity

Another difference that XML conformity brings to the table is case-sensitivity. XML
is a case-sensitive language. Therefore, every element, attribute, and attribute
value within an XML document needs to match case-by-case to whatever is stated
in the DTD. If the XML document does not abide by the standards set in the DTD,
the document will not be considered valid and therefore will not be parsed. Now
that macros in 4D v11 SQL conform to the XML standard, the developer will need to
assure that the macro document contains correct case for the XML objects used in
the document. Below is an example of a 2004 macro that is not case-sensitive, but
will still load and execute properly in 4D 2004:

<MAcroS>
<MAcro naMe="sample">
<text>
`This is a sample Macro
</TeXt>
</MaCrO>
</MaCros>

As the example above shows, the elements do not visually look correct, but yet 4D
2004 still executes this macro with no interruptions. Converting this macro to 4D
v11 SQL will take some manual modification of the file. As shown below, the tags in
bold have been changed to the correct case:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >
<macros>
<macro name="sample">
<text>
`This is a sample Macro
</text>
</macro>
</macros>

NOTE: All elements, attributes, and attribute values in 4D v11 SQL macros are specified to
use lower case characters.



Another example that may catch developers off guard is the following:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >
<macros>
<macro name="sample" type_ahead="True">
<text>
`This is a sample
</text>
</macro>
</macros>

At first glance all seems well with this macro. The macro will execute fine in 4D
2004, but it will have a problem when 4D v11 SQL tries to load it. Below is an
example of the corrected macro:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >
<macros>
<macro name="sample" type_ahead="true">
<text>
`This is a sample
</text>
</macro>
</macros>

The attribute value for “type_ahead” should be lower case “true” or “false” since
that is what is specified within the DTD.

Will the special elements still work in 4D v11 SQL?

4D 2003 and 2004 provided a list of special elements that returned information
such as method name and current 4D user. (For more information regarding these
tags please view the 4D 2004 Design Reference manual.) All of these tags do still
work with one exception:

<user_4D/>: This element will need to be changed to lower case in 4D v11
SQL. It has been changed to <user_4d/>

XML Error Handling
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A new key feature with macros in 4D v11 SQL is that a macro file will only be
loaded if it is error free. Version 11 will check the whole file and determine whether
or not to load the macros within the file. In contrast, 4D 2004 will load any macros
within a file as long as they meet the proper syntax specifications. For instance, if
the first macro is missing an end tag for one of its elements and the second macro
does not contain any syntactical errors, 4D 2004 will load the second macro. Here
is an example of two macros in a single file:

Must be lower case



<macros>
<macro name="sample">
<text>
`This is a sample
</text>
</macro>

<macro name="sample2">
<text>
`This is a sample2 missing and end tag
<text>
</macro>
</macros>

2004 Macro

The above macro file will still load the macro named “sample” as displayed in the
4D 2004 macro toolbar.

4D 2004 macro toolbar

In 4D v11 SQL, after the same macro has been converted, the following error
appears:

4D v11 SQL will still launch after this error, but no macros will be available for use
from that file since it contains errors. Furthermore, the above error dialog is a great
step in the right direction. Not only does 4D v11 SQL detect the error within the
macro file, it alerts the developer with the above prompt, specifies the macro file
location, the line and column number of where the error is detected within the
macro file, provides any extra detailed description, and last but not least it allows
the error string to be copied to the system clipboard. In 4D 2004 and 4D 2003, the
only way to determine if the XML was somewhat valid was to use a web browser.
This worked to some extent, but it was not able to determine if the elements being
used were correct.

Incorrect, needs to
be an end tag
</text>



In the previous section regarding XML it mentioned that 4D v11 SQL will prompt
errors for the examples provided. Below are some of the common errors that a
developer may encounter.

Expected end of tag ‘element name’: This error occurs if a tag does not
have a corresponding closing tag.

Root Element Different from DOCTYPE: This error occurs if no <macros>
tag is in the file or the <macros> tag is not the root element in the file. This
error is also accompanied by the following error Expected comment or
processing instruction

Invalid document Structure: This error can occur if there is text outside of
the root element. For instance, random text between the root element and
XML DOCTYPE declaration will cause this error.

Expected element name: This error can occur if the symbols“<>” are
used, such as when referring to interprocess variables. The characters needs
to be encoded as suggested in the <> symbols section of this document.
Furthermore, this error may also be accompanied with the following error:
Root element different from DOCTYPE.

Require attribute ‘(attribute)’ was not provided: This error can occur if
4D does not recognize the attribute. For instance, the case characters in the
attribute specified do no match the DTD. This error is normally accompanied
with the following error: Attribute ‘(attribute)’ is not specified in the
element ‘(element)’

New Macros Folder
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The location of macros has changed in 4D v11 SQL. The “Conversion Process”
section of this document briefly discussed the storage of 4D v11 SQL macros in a
folder labeled “Macros v2”. This folder will contain the macro files used for 4D v11
SQL databases. Because it is possible that developers may have multiple versions
of 4D on a system, this new folder will help distinguish 4D v11 SQL macros from 4D
2004 and 2003 macros. Following this further, this new folder has also introduced
the ability to control the scope of a macro. The macro files can be placed in 3
locations:

Active 4D Folder
As in previous versions of 4D, storing the macro in the active 4D folder of the
machine allows it to be used throughout the whole system. The active 4D folder will
differ depending on the platform. To verify the exact location of the active 4D folder
use the following code:

C_TEXT($folderpath)
$folderpath:=Get 4D Folder( 4D Folder)



As an example, on a Windows XP machine the active 4D folder is at:

{Disk}:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\4D\

On Mac OS X:

{Disk}:Users:User:Library:Application Support:4D

Database Folder

Similar to plug-ins, macros may now be stored in the database folder that contains
the structure file. At this location, the macro may only be used by a structure
currently in the same directory.

Components Folder

4D v11 SQL introduces a new component architecture. This new architecture
requires a new folder named “Components” to be created in the same directory as
the structure. The Components folder is flexible enough to contain the following:

• Structure of matrix database
• Alias or shortcut to matrix database
• Database package (.4dbase)

The term “matrix” database refers to the database which contains code that will be
used as a component. The database which will use the component is called the
“host” database. Below is a diagram displaying what can be placed within a
“Components” folder.

.4dbase Folder
with included
Macros v2 folder

.4DB and Macros v2
folder

Alias to the
structure file



All options above will require a “Macros v2” folder within the “Components” folder
except the option using the alias or shortcut of the matrix database. For the alias or
shortcut option, the “Macros v2” folder simply needs to be in the same directory as
the matrix database structure.

The three locations – active 4D folder, database folder, and components folder –
may be used simultaneously therefore allowing a structure to use macros form all
three locations.

One thing to note is the order in which the macro loads. The order in which the
macros will be loaded will be active 4D folder, database folder, and component
1…component x.

New Attributes
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4D v11 SQL introduces two new attributes for the “macro” element.

method_event Attribute

This attribute can accept the following values:

• on_load: Executes the macro when a method is opened.
• on_save: Executes the macro when a method is saved.
• on_create: Executes the macro when a method is created.
• on_close: Executes the macro when a method is closed.

NOTE: The <method> tag needs to present in the macro in order to trigger the events,
without the tag the events will not fire.

The addition of these events now adds a new dimension to the macro development.
Not only can macros trigger methods, the macro may now be triggered by an
event. Some possibilities with these new events are:

• Automatically log events to a file when a method is created or saved.
• Send an alert email when a specific method is opened.
• When creating methods, automatically add in the header
• When a method is opened, provide a message alert for a specific user

NOTE: When closing a method, the on_close will occur along with the on_save event.



The macro below will trigger when a method is created.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >
<macros>
<macro name="Example2" method_event="on_create">
<text>
<method>Method1</method>
</text>
</macro>
</macros>

version Attribute

The version attribute can accept the following values:

• 1:  This is the default mode. Macros will behave similarly as they did in the
previous version of 4D. The legacy input and output variables will still
operate correctly in this mode. Placing the version=”1” in the macro element
is similar to just leaving out the attribute.

• 2:  With the attribute set to this mode, the text selection variables cannot be
used. The way to use variables in this mode is to use the commands,   GET
MACRO PARAMETER and SET MACRO PARAMETER.

NOTE: The GET MACRO PARAMETER and SET MACRO PARAMETER commands may only be
used when the version attribute is 2. In addition, when using version=”2”, the legacy
input and output process variables may not be used.

With the “version” attribute set to 1, the following input and output variables may
still be used with macros:

• _textSel
• _blobSel
• _blobMethod
• _textmethod
• _textReplace
• _blobReplace

This mechanism was used in previous versions because text could not exceed
32,000 characters.  Now that 4D v11 SQL supports text beyond the 32,000 limit,
the new mechanism using the commands GET MACRO PARAMETER and SET
MACRO PARAMETER is recommended. These new commands are described in the
next section.

Attribute needs to
be present for the
events to trigger



New Commands for Macro Methods
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The commands GET MACRO PARAMETER and SET MACRO PARAMETER are
used to capture and insert text from the method editor.

For example, here is a simple macro:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE macros SYSTEM "http://www.4d.com/dtd/2007/macros.dtd" >
<macros>
<macro name="Example" version="2">
<text>
<method>Comment</method>
</text>
</macro>
</macros>

The above macro calls the project method Comment, which is listed below:

C_TEXT($vext)
GET MACRO PARAMETER(Highlighted method text ;$vtext)
$vtext:="`"+$vtext
SET MACRO PARAMETER(Highlighted method text ;$vtext)

The GET MACRO PARAMETER command will get the highlighted text in the
method editor and store the text in the variable $vtext.  The code then goes on to
add the character “`” in front of text.  Lastly, the SET MACRO PARAMETER
command then outputs the content of $vtext back to the method editor.

Here is the macro in action:

After the macro is executed:



Conclusion
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4D v11 SQL has added powerful features to macros. The new features include
support for large text data as well as triggering a macro based on events. These
features allow developers to produce macros that are useful and easy to write.


